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ABSTRACT

The recent trend towards miniaturization of mobile projectors is al-
lowing new forms of information presentation and interaction. Pro-
jectors can easily be moved freely in space either by humans or by
mobile robots. This paper presents a technique to dynamically track
the orientation and position of the projection plane only by analyzing
the distortion of the projection by itself, independent of the presented
content. It allows distortion-free projection with a fixed metric size
for moving projector-camera systems. To do this, an optical flow-
based model is extended to the geometry of a projector-camera unit.
Solving an overdetermined system of equations on pixel level leads
to the pose offset between two images. In order to reach a high in-
variance to illumination changes we use adaptive edge images. Im-
age pyramids allow a fast pose estimation. Because of the global
optimization, there is no dependence of the availability of local fea-
ture points.

Index Terms— Augmented reality, Optical flow, Projector-
camera systems, Closed-loop registration

1. INTRODUCTION

A combined system of a projector and a camera allows to compen-
sate captured distortions of a projected image to project it geomet-
rically undistorted on arbitrary geometries. Information about the
scene can be acquired by determining the geometric relation between
the projected image and the image captured by the camera, as it is
done for example in structured light systems. In a so called closed-
loop approach [1] the projection is used to present information, e.g.
to give a new appearance to an object in an augmented reality sce-
nario. At the same time, a self-correcting mechanism is ensuring that
the projection stays in place by estimating how emerging distortions
can be compensated and by creating a compensating image to project
next. Recently, a pose estimation system for geometric objects has
been demonstrated using this principle [2].

The demand for these kind of systems is especially high today
because projectors can be built as lightweight handheld devices and
even an integration in smartphones is possible. Furthermore laser
scanning projectors or projectors with LCoS panel and laser light
source are focus free [3] and a sharp image can be projected inde-
pendent of the distance to the projection plane.

In this paper, we present an automatic tracking system for dis-
tance and orientation of planar projection planes in a closed-loop
approach, which can be seen as a preliminary stage for more com-
plex tracking tasks with arbitrary geometry following the same prin-
ciple. It differs from other approaches in a way that neither the four
corner points of the image [4] nor discrete feature points are used
to match between projected image and the image of its reflection
in order to estimate a homography. The outer corner points are not
visible if the projected image has a dark background (e.g. if only

text is projected). A drawback of feature points as used in [5, 2] is
that the projected image has to provide enough points to match and
that lighting conditions affect the quality of corresponding points.
Furthermore, a radiometric calibration of the projector and the cam-
era response is needed. In contrast to other publications [6], we do
not align the projection to a printed element in the projection plane
but only to its own reflection resulting in a high flexibility without
additional markers.

Target applications include information presentation techniques
for mobile robots similar to [7, 8] allowing a robot to project an
interactive user interface or information with a fixed metric size on
an arbitrary plane without keystone effects, even while the plane or
the robot is moving. Also, for interactive applications with a moving
mobile projector as in [9] or as stabilization for wearable devices
[10] our approach is promising.

In the next section, the mathematical foundations of the motion
model and its relation to the optical flow equation is outlined. Sec-
tion 3 covers implementation details as for example the usage of
edge images or the integration of a robust estimator. In section 4, the
approach is evaluated using real and synthetic images.

2. PROJECTOR-BASED OPTICAL FLOW

It is assumed that the projector is oriented towards a planar surface
and that the intrinsic parameters of the projector and the camera are
known as well as the extrinsic parameters between the devices. The
pinhole camera model is used to describe the camera as well as the
projector, which is seen as an inverted camera. A plane is defined
by the normal vector n and a vector t = [0, 0, tz]T from the camera
center to the intersection point of the camera’s optical axis with the
plane. This results in three degrees of freedom to be estimated, the
distance to the camera tz and two angles of rotation rx and ry .

2.1. Motion model

For each pixel (X1, Y1) in the camera image, a viewing ray is de-
fined by

v = [−X1 − ux

fx
,
Y1 − uy

fy
,−1]T (1)

with fx, fy being the scaled horizontal and vertical focal length and
ux, uy the pixel position of the principal point. The intersection
point p between a given plane and the viewing ray is then

p = v
tTn

vTn
. (2)

Using the extrinsic parameters of the camera-projector system al-
lows to transform the point to the projector coordinate system, where
it can be back projected to the image plane of the projector leading
to the viewing ray v′ of the projector.
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Fig. 1: Geometry of a projector-camera system. The expected plane
differs from the observed plane by a certain transformation (∆R,
∆tz). The displacement in image space is related to v′ and the result
of f .

If we assume that the movement of the projection plane is small,
the change of orientation can be approximated by a linearized rota-
tion matrix

∆R =

 1 0 ∆ry
0 1 −∆rx

−∆ry ∆rx 1

 (3)

with two degrees of freedom. The translation offset ∆tz is the dif-
ference added to tz to hit the new plane. This results in a movement
of p by f(∆tz,∆rx,∆ry) in direction of the projectors light beam.
It will intersect with the new plane at

p̂ = p + v′f(∆tz,∆rx,∆ry) (4)

with v′ being the view vector of the projector in the camera co-
ordinate system. The function f follows the general formula of a
line-plane intersection and is

f(∆tz,∆rx,∆ry) =
(∆t− (p− t))T ∆Rn

v′T ∆Rn
. (5)

In conclusion, this means that the new pixel coordinate (X2, Y2) of
the point in the camera image is calculated by

X2 = −fx
p̂x
p̂z

+ ux Y2 = fy
p̂y
p̂z

+ uy (6)

if the position of the projection plane is rotated or translated with
a given offset. Fig. 1 shows how the movement from (X1, Y1) to
(X2, Y2) is related to v′ and to the result of f .

2.2. Extension of optical flow

In this section, the motion of the projection plane will be estimated
by evaluating spatial and temporal image gradients [11]. This leads
to a set of linear equations [12] to calculate the pose offset values
∆tz , ∆rx, ∆ry from a known initial pose. The image I1 of the ac-
tual projection is captured by the camera. Image Î1 of the projection
on a known initial plane is either the previous image in a tracking
sequence or synthetically generated. A motion compensation min-
imizes the displacement error (um, vm) = (X1 − X2, Y1 − Y2)

between Î1 and I1. By using the first order Taylor expansion the
projection of a point to the sensor can be expressed as

p̂x
p̂z
≈ px
pz

+
b

pz(nTv′)
(∆rxoy −∆ryox + ∆tznz)

p̂y
p̂z
≈ py
pz

+
c

pz(nTv′)
(∆rxoy −∆ryox + ∆tznz)

(7)

with
b = v′x − v′z

px
pz

c = v′y − v′z
py
pz

and

ox = pxnz − (pz − tz)nx oy = pynz − (pz − tz)ny

The general optical flow constraint equation [11] involving the par-
tial derivatives of Î1 in horizontal and vertical direction and the tem-
poral difference is

∂Î1

∂X̂1

um +
∂Î1

∂Ŷ1

vm ≈ Î1 − I1 . (8)

Combining Eq. (8) and (7) results in a linear equation with three
unknown motion parameters

a0∆rx + a1∆ry + a2∆tz = Î1 − I1 (9)

which is formulated for each pixel corresponding to the projection.
The set of equations forms an overdetermined system which can be
solved in a least squares sense or with a robust estimator. The three
coefficients are defined as

a0 = −oyd a1 = oxd a2 = −nzd (10)

with

d =
1

pz(nTv′)

(
∂Î1

∂X̂1

fxb+
∂Î1

∂Ŷ1

fyc

)
.

When the system of equations is solved, the linearized rotation ∆R
is concatenated with the previous rotation. The translation offset
∆tz can simply be added to the previous value. Additionally, a
smoothness term is incorporated to reduce jittering between frames
following the same principle as in other optical flow applications.

3. CLOSED-LOOP PLANE TRACKING

In our test setup a Basler acA2040-90um camera is used and the
images are downsampled to a resolution of 1024x1024 pixel. The
employed projector is a Laser Beam Pro C200 with a resolution of
1366x768 pixel and 200 lumen, which is used because of its abil-
ity to be focus free in a large range (from about 90cm to 4.5m).
Both devices are mounted on a rigid holding with a baseline of ap-
proximately 8 cm. The system is calibrated based on the toolbox
presented in [13]. For the projector we assume that the distortion
coefficients are zero.



(a) No alignment (b) Corrected result

Fig. 2: Model-based pose estimation. In (a) the observed image is not aligned with the expected image, highlighted by the green frame. After
our correction (b), the expectation and the observation are aligned.

3.1. Initialization

A coarse initial estimation of the plane pose is needed to ensure that
the optimization algorithm converges to the right pose. We achieve
this initial estimation by projecting a known binary pattern twice, as
a positive and as an inverted image. The pattern shows five points
and four lines. Applying a threshold on the difference image is mask-
ing the points. The center of a binary dot in the camera image is set
in correspondence to the center of a dot in the projected image. A
triangulation leads to 3D-points as it is done in a stereo-camera setup
and a plane fitting through these points is performed. Initialization is
canceled if the points can not be matched in the correct order or if the
reconstructed points do not lie on a plane. In this case, the projector-
camera system is either not pointing towards a planar surface or the
current lighting conditions/camera settings would not allow a track-
ing.

3.2. Algorithm description

The algorithm is based on a frame-to-frame approach using the last
pose as start value for the estimation of a new pose. Following the
principle of analysis-by-synthesis, a synthetic image is created and
compared to the camera image. This allows the simulation of appear-
ance of the projected image with the last parameters and prevents a
cumulative drifting error. Fig. 2a shows a misalignment between
expectation and observation. Accordingly the projection is geomet-
rically distorted. In Fig. 2b expectation and observation are aligned
and the distortion is eliminated.

The three derivative images in horizontal direction, in vertical
direction and in time domain are computed from the synthetic and
the camera image. As there is no simulation of illumination in the
rendered images, a direct comparison to the camera image will in-
troduce problems due to different pixel intensities in the images. In-
stead, first a binary edge image is built by thresholding the gradient
magnitude of each pixel, found by using the horizontal and verti-
cal Sobel operator [14]. While the threshold for the synthetic image
remains fixed, the threshold for the camera image is adjusted dynam-
ically to compensate for different lighting conditions. In the image
area, where the projection is assumed, the proportion of white and
black pixels should be about the same for both images. By subdivid-
ing the image into n · m tiles and by calculating separate adaptive
thresholds for each tile, the method becomes more robust against
noise and occlusions. Secondly, blurring the binary images with a
Gaussian filter produces smooth gradients which are needed for op-
tical flow estimation.

Image pyramids are used to compensate big movements between

frames. We found four pyramid levels with a resolution of 128x128
pixels in the smallest level to be a reasonable choice. After each
iteration, a warped image is generated and used as synthetic input
for the next iteration. This is done by simulating the projection of
the image in the same orientation on a moved target. For each pixel
in the synthesized image, the viewing ray from the projector through
the new plane is calculated (see Eq. (2)) and intersected with the
previous plane. Back projecting this 3d point to the camera image
provides the lookup position to read out the grayscale value for the
new image from the old image.

The linear equations in the system are weighted following the
iteratively reweighted least squares scheme [15] to cope with out-
liers in the data. As proposed in [16], we use the robust Charbonnier
penalty p(x) =

√
x2 + ε2 with a small ε (e.g. ε = 0.001 ) to calcu-

late the weights.

4. RESULTS

This section covers tests with simulated synthetic images and with
real images in a live application. For tests with synthetic data, ob-
jective results are provided, proving the general viability of the algo-
rithm. In tests with real image data, the projected images are judged
subjectively. The experiments show how external influences affect
the tracking.

4.1. Synthetic data

In the test with synthetic data, a moving projection plane respectively
a moving projector-camera system is simulated. For each frame an
observed distorted image is generated by warping the expectation
image to a specific pose with the method described in section 3.2.
We use three test images for the evaluation (see Fig. 3), first (I1) a
regular photography, second (I2) a self repetitive pattern and third
(I3) a simple user interface providing sharp edges. At the start of
a sequence the simulated projection plane is placed in a distance of
1.8m from the camera and is rotated by -45◦ around its y-axis (point-
ing up) and by -22.5◦ around its x-axis, relative to the observing
camera. The projected image is square-shaped with a resolution of
1024x1024 and the simulated projection has a side length of 50cm.
In total six test sequences (T1-T6) are evaluated. In T1 the plane is
rotated by one degree around the its x-axis, by half a degree around
its y-axis and is moved 1cm towards the camera each frame until
the distance to the camera is 90cm. In T2 the step size between
the frames is five times bigger, in test T3 the step size is ten times
bigger. In T4 all gray scale values in the observation are multiplied
with a factor of 1.25 to simulate additional ambient lightning. In T5



Fig. 3: Test images used for evaluation: I1 a photography, I2 a self
repetitive pattern and I3 a simple user interface (LTR).

the observed image is filtered with a Gaussian kernel of size 7x7 to
simulate the projection plane to be out of focus in the camera image.
Lastly, in T6 about a quarter of the observed image is covered by
two white circles to simulate an occlusion. The last three tests use
the step size of T2.

In table 1 the mean absolute error values are given over all
frames for each test sequence with each image. The results of test
T1 - T3 show that large movements between frames can be com-
pensated. Also the ambiguous structure of image I2 does not lead
to wrong estimations. Global changes of the image brightness in T4
slightly enlarge the error for image I1 and I2 most likely because of
clipping artifacts. Still an error in this magnitude would not be vis-
ible in practice. If the image is blurred as in T5, the error increases
and also a slight jittering between frames arises. Reason for this
behavior is that the Sobel edges become wider in image space which
leads to a small misalignment resulting in the observed pose error.
Due to the model-based optimization a drift of the pose is prevented,
even if the estimated pose is erroneous. The introduced occlusion in
T6 has a distinctively smaller influence on the estimation error.

I 1 I 2 I 3
Test rx ry tz rx ry tz rx ry tz
T 1 0.27 0.50 0.20 0.08 0.15 0.08 0.30 0.23 0.09
T 2 0.21 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.14 0.08 0.21 0.18 0.08
T 3 0.35 0.15 0.20 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.22 0.20 0.09
T 4 0.80 0.13 0.39 0.40 0.32 0.07 0.19 0.21 0.08
T 5 2.67 4.04 0.80 0.43 0.80 0.30 1.57 6.95 0.85
T 6 0.57 0.40 0.20 0.34 0.19 0.26 0.34 0.21 0.12

Table 1: Results of six tests with three images. The values under rx,
ry , tz are the mean absolute errors over a sequence. Rotation errors
are given in degrees, translation errors are given in cm.

4.2. Real data

The presented procedure has been tested with real data in an in-
teractive software, which implements the closed-loop approach. A
fullscreen OpenGL render window displays predistorted images on
the projector. To create an image, the intrinsic parameters of the pro-
jector, the pose parameters of the plane and the extrinsic parameters
of the system are used in a shader.

Currently the correction is calculated with about five to ten
frames per second. The processing time can be speeded up by form-
ing the system of equations directly on the GPU, which is feasible
because each pixel is analyzed separately. Also the warping and the
edge filtering can be parallelized. Special effort has to be put in the
synchronization of the projector and the camera. A new orientation

Fig. 4: The projection is not visibly reorientated if a partial occlusion
appears in an AR-scenario while the tracking is active. In the left
image the green frame is the bounding box of the projected image.
The alignment between the edges in the camera image and the edges
of the rendered image are highlighted (right).

can only be estimated if the projection with the last parameters is
visible in the camera image. A possible solution is to use a HDMI-
to-VGA adapter and to tap the V-Sync of the projector to trigger the
camera [2].

During tests with various images and different projector orien-
tations, distortions could be corrected even for steep angles to the
projection plane. The edge length of the projection remains constant
while the projector moves in front of the plane. The local threshold-
ing turns out to compensate even big illumination variations. Even
if the projection is hardly visible in the camera image, the algorithm
converges to a rectified image in most cases. In practice, the pro-
posed initialization can be skipped if the initially assumed plane dis-
tance is not completely different from the real distance. For a true
distance of one and a half meter variations of more than half a meter
could be corrected. If different images are projected in a loop, small
variations of the pose occur resulting in visible jittering. Here an
additional temporal stabilization is needed to prevent the algorithm
from converging to slightly different orientations.

In Fig. 4, the tracking runs in a simulated AR scenario in which
a touch interaction is necessary. Occlusions of the projection do not
have a visible influence on the pose estimation because of the stabi-
lization due to the usage of a robust estimator and the local thresh-
olding of the edge images.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a closed-loop model-based tracking method for the
orientation of a projection plane has been defined. The general prin-
ciple has been tested with synthetic and real data and can be used in
projector-camera systems to display e.g. user interfaces on arbitrary
planes even while the device is moving. The results are integrated in
an interactive software implementing the closed-loop principle and
running with multiple frames per second. Since the equations are
defined on a pixel level, the algorithm can easily be parallelized and
ported to the GPU to allow true real-time performance. In future
work, we plan to enhance the approach for pose estimation of three
dimensional objects with arbitrary geometry.
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